
The Kitzmiller v. Dover Trial: the evolution of 
creationism and the importance of history 
 
Abstract: The so-called "intelligent design" (ID) movement 
had its Waterloo in the 2005 Kitzmiller case in Dover, 
Pennsylvania. Nick Matzke, now a postdoctoral fellow at 
National Institute of Mathematical and Biological Synthesis 
at UT Knoxville, participated in the case as a researcher for 
the Plaintiffs' legal team. He will review key events in the 
case, such as the discovery of the creationist history of the 
ID textbook "Of Pandas and People", and the cross-
examination of the ID expert witness Michael Behe. He will 
conclude with reflections on the impact of the case 10 years 
later.  
 
Time: 6:30 pm, Ryde-Eastwood Leagues Club, 117 Ryedale 
Road, West Ryde 
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National Center for Science Education 

What we do:   
•  Watchdog group 
•  Creationism/evolution archives 
•  Networking during crises 
•  Information Resource for 

•  Teachers 
•  Academics 
•  Students 
•  Media 
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Controversy! 



Controversy! 
Science magazine 
2004 



What is  
“intelligent 
design” (ID)? 

Focus on the Family: 



Controversy! 

Nature magazine 
April 2005: 



Controversy? 



Controversy? 

Scientific American 
(April 1, 2005) 



Source: p. 152, Figure 1 of: 
Bleckmann, Charles A. 
(2006). “Evolution and 
Creationism in Science: 
1880–2000.” BioScience, 
56(2), 151-158. 
 
DOI: 
10.1641/0006-3568(2006)056[0151:EA
CIS]2.0.CO;2 



“Intelligent 
design” 

 

“Creation 
science” 

Bans on teaching 
evolution 

widespread 
 
 
 

Rise of public 
education, 
evolution 
teaching 

 
 
 

-Origin of Species 

History of Evolution & Antievolution 

1859 

1959 

1909 

2009 

1925: Scopes v. Tennessee 
The Monkey Trial 

1968: Epperson v. Arkansas 

1981: McLean v. Arkansas 
1987: Edwards v. Aguillard 

2005: Kitzmiller v. Dover 



Scopes v. Tennessee (1925) 

Nick Matzke, 
July 2014 

Dayton, TN 
Scopes Trial 
reenactment 



Scopes v. Tennessee (1925) 



Tennessee v. Scopes (1925) 

William Jennings Bryan 

(aka the Scopes Monkey Trial) 

ACLU 
actually lost 

Evolution 
banned in 
many states 



Epperson v. Arkansas (1968) 
Epperson v. Arkansas: Constitution does not 
permit a state to require that teaching and learning 
must be tailored to the principles or prohibitions of 
any particular religious sect or doctrine.  

Susan Epperson  



1969 -- “Creation science” 

•  Henry Morris 
•  Duane Gish 
•  Institute for 
Creation Research 



McLean v. Arkansas (1982) 



Experts: McLean v Arkansas (1982) 



McLean v. Arkansas – Dean Kenyon 
•  Dropped out of McLean case at the last minute  



McLean v. Arkansas 



Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) 

•  Louisiana 1981 “Balanced Treatment” Act -- 
copy of Arkansas bill  

•  New strategy: make “creation science” less 
Biblical 



Edwards v. Aguillard – Kenyon affidavit 
Key expert: Dean Kenyon 

 Dean Kenyon affidavit 



Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) 
•  Strange definition of “creation science” 



Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) 
•  Kenyon affidavit ignored (except by Scalia) 
•  Supreme Court Decision confirmed the judgment in McLean 
 



Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) 

Creationists saw hope in one line: 
 

“We do not imply that a legislature could 
never require that scientific critiques of 

prevailing scientific theories be taught. ” 



Of Pandas and People (1989) 

 “Intelligent Design” (ID) is 
born 
 
Authors: 
 
Dean Kenyon 
Percival Davis 
 
(several others are unnamed, 
e.g. Michael Behe in the 2nd 
edition) 



Of Pandas and People Of Pandas and People (1989), pp. 99-100 



Of Pandas and People 

Pandas 1989, pp. 99-100 



Of Pandas and People 
Of Pandas and People (1993) 



Of Pandas and People 
Major Pandas battles: 
 
Alabama textbook adoptions 
(1990) 
 
Texas (1990) 
 
Idaho (1991) 
 
Plano, Texas (1995) 
 
Kansas (2000) 
 
West Virginia (2000) 
 
Dover, Pennsylvania (2004) 



Of Pandas and People -- 1995 

 Tim Beardsley, 
Scientific American, 
July 1995 

Eugenie Scott in Scientific 
American, July 1995 



Intelligent Design 



Dover Area School District 



Controversy! 

“There’s Bible club in school for this,” Jessica said 

New York Times, Jan. 16, 2005 



Time magazine 
(summer 2005) 

Dover, 
PA 



Kitzmiller et al. versus Dover Area School District 



Kitzmiller et al. versus Dover Area School District 



Kitzmiller et al. versus Dover Area School District 



Kitzmiller v. Dover 



Kitzmiller v. Dover 



Kitzmiller v. Dover 



ID Not Science 



Expert Witnesses for Plaintiffs 

Ken Miller 
Biology, 
Brown Univ. 

Barbara Forrest 
History, SELU Kevin Padian 

Paleontology, 
Berkeley 

Robert Pennock 
Philosophy of 
Science, 
Michigan 

Brian Alters 
Education, McGill 

Jack Haught 
Theology, Georgetown 



Expert Witnesses for Defendants 

Michael Behe 
(biochemistry, 
Lehigh Univ. 

Scott Minnich 
(microbiology, Univ. of 
Idaho) Steve Fuller 

(sociology of science, 
Univ. Warwick, UK) 

John Angus 
Campbell 
(rhetoric) 

William Dembski 
(Leading ID 
proponent) 

Stephen Meyer 
(Director, 
Discovery 
Institute ID 
program) 

Warren Nord 
(religion in 
public 
education) 

Dick Carpenter 
(education) 





























“An irreducibly complex system cannot be 
produced directly  
… because any precursor to an irreducibly 
complex system that is missing a part is by 
definition nonfunctional.” 

Michael Behe: “irreducible complexity” 



The information argument 
Of Pandas and People (1993) 



The information argument 



The information argument 

In addition, Dr. Miller 
refuted Pandas’ claim 
that evolution cannot 
account for new genetic 
information and pointed 
to more than three dozen 
peer-reviewed scientific 
publications showing the 
origin of new genetic 
information by 
evolutionary processes. 

-- Judge Jones 



“An irreducibly complex system cannot be 
produced directly  
… because any precursor to an irreducibly 
complex system that is missing a part is by 
definition nonfunctional.” 

Michael Behe: “irreducible complexity” 



Does scientific literature exist? 
Michael Behe, 
Darwin’s Black Box, 
1996: 
 
“We can look high or 
we can look low, in 
books or in journals, 
but the result is the 
same. The 
scientific literature 
has no answers to 
the question of the 
origin of the immune 
system.” 

Michael Behe 
(biochemistry, 
Lehigh Univ. 



Does scientific literature exist? 
Michael Behe, 
Darwin’s Black Box, 
1996: 
 
“We can look high or 
we can look low, in 
books or in journals, 
but the result is the 
same. The 
scientific literature 
has no answers to 
the question of the 
origin of the immune 
system.” 



Does scientific literature exist? 



Antibodies (immunoglobulins) 
are the essential molecules of 
the immune system 

Antibody diversity (in the 
“variable” regions) is the key 
to immunity against a wide 
variety of pathogens and 
foreign molecules. 



DNA sequences for variable 
regions are generated by a 
process in which portions of 
genes are shuffled to produce 
unique combinations and 
sequences. 

Not unlike shuffling a deck of 
cards, this process produces 
an almost limitless number of 
outcomes.  The genetic 
diversity that results is key to 
immune system function. 



Where did the system come from?
Noting that VDJ recombination 
involves the movement of pieces of 
DNA from one place to another on 
the chromosome, a suggestion was 
made in Bartl, Baltimore, & 
Weissman (1994) Proc Natl Acad Sci 
U S A. 91: 10769-70): 

 

• Perhaps the 3-part system 
arose from a type of mobile 
genetic element known as a 
“transposon.” 



Where did the system come from? 



Where did the system come from? 



1996:  Strong biochemical similarities 
found between VDJ recombination 
and retroviral insertion. 
van Gent et al Science 271: 1592-1594. 

“…the complexity of the 
system dooms all 
Darwinian explanations 
to frustration.” 

2000: RAG enzymes can cause transposition in mammalian cells. 
Vaandrageret al (2000). Blood 96: 1947-52. 

 

1998: RAG enzymes mediate cutting and insertion, just like 
transposase enzymes do. 
Agrawal et al Nature 394: 744-751 

2003: The V(D)J recombinase causes transposition in human cells. 
Messier et al. EMBO J. 22: 1381-1388 

 2004: Transposases discovered in nature that mimic the 
actions of RAG enzymes. 
Zhou et al  Nature 432: 995-1001 

2005:  Transposases discovered from which RAG enzymes and insertion 
sequences evolved. 
Kapitonov & Jurka  Public Library of Science, Biol. 3: e181.



Summary:  Between 1996 and 2005, each element 
of the transposon hypothesis has been confirmed. 

 Kapitonov & Jurka (2005) RAG1 Core and V(D)J Recombination Signal Sequences 
Were Derived from Transib Transposons. Public Library of Science, Biol. 3: e181.. 

 



Does scientific literature exist? 
In fact, on cross-examination, 
Professor Behe was questioned 
concerning his 1996 claim that 
science would never find an 
evolutionary explanation for the 
immune system. He was presented 
with fifty-eight peer-reviewed 
publications, nine books, and several 
immunology textbook chapters about 
the evolution of the immune system; 
however, he simply insisted that this 
was still not sufficient evidence of 
evolution, and that it was not “good 
enough.” (23:19 (Behe)). 
 
We find that such evidence 
demonstrates that the ID argument is 
dependent upon setting a 
scientifically unreasonable burden of 
proof for the theory of evolution. 
 

-- Judge Jones 



The New Yorker, Dec. 
2005 
 
Caption: 
 
“At the trial, Michael 
Behe, the leading 
intellectual of intelligent 
design, was cross-
examined with cheerful 
mercilessness by Eric 
Rothschild.  For six 
weeks, the courtroom of 
Judge John E. Jones was 
like the biology class you 
wished you could have 
taken.” 

Rothschild cross-examines 
Behe 



Does scientific literature exist? 



ID struck down – 
creationism 
relabeled 

Barbara Forrest 
History, SELU 



Early Pandas evidence #1 



Intelligent Design = Creation science 



Intelligent Design = Creation science 



Intelligent Design = Creation science 



The lineage of Pandas 

Creation Biology (1983) 

Biology and Creation (1986) 

Biology and Origins (1987) 



The lineage of Pandas 

Of Pandas and People (1987) 
(creationist version) 

Of Pandas and People (1987) 
(“intelligent design” version) 

Of Pandas and People 
(1989, 1st ed.) 

Of Pandas and People 
(1993, 2nd ed.) 



Biology and Creation 1986 

ID = creationism relabeled 

Of Pandas and People 
1987, version 1 

Biology and Origins 1987 

Of Pandas and People 
1987, version 2 



Intelligent Design = Creation science 



Intelligent Design = Creation science 



The evolution of Pandas 

(Biology and 
Creation, 
p. 3-33) 

1986: 

1987a: 
(Biology and  
Origins, 
p. 3-38)  

1987b: 
(Of Pandas 
and People  
p. 3-40) 

1987c: 
(Of Pandas 
and People, 
p. 3-41) 

(Creation 
Biology, 
p. 3-34) 1983: 

The missing link! 



Judge Jones’s opinion: 
 

“As Plaintiffs meticulously and effectively presented to the Court, Pandas went 
through many drafts, several of which were completed prior to and some 
after the Supreme Court’s decision in Edwards, which held that the 
Constitution forbids teaching creationism as science. By comparing the pre 
and post Edwards drafts of Pandas, three astonishing points emerge:  
 

(1)  the definition for creation science in early drafts is identical to the definition 
of ID;  
 

(2) cognates of the word creation (creationism and creationist), which appeared 
approximately 150 times were deliberately and systematically replaced with 
the phrase ID; and  
 

(3) the changes occurred shortly after the Supreme Court held that creation 
science is religious and cannot be taught in public school science classes in 
Edwards.  
 

This word substitution is telling, significant, and reveals that a purposeful change 
of words was effected without any corresponding change in content, which 
directly refutes FTE’s argument that by merely disregarding the words 
“creation” and “creationism,” FTE expressly rejected creationism in Pandas. 
 

The weight of the evidence clearly demonstrates, as noted, that the systemic 
change from “creation” to “intelligent design” occurred sometime in 1987, 
after the Supreme Court’s important Edwards decision. This compelling 
evidence strongly supports Plaintiffs’ assertion that ID is creationism re-
labeled.” 

-- Judge John E. Jones III, Kitzmiller v. Dover 

Intelligent Design = Creation science 

Barbara Forrest 
History, SELU 





Win! 



Win! 







Summary 



Books on the case: 

Plus: Lauri Lebo (2008): The Devil in Dover: A Journalist’s Story 
of Dogma v. Darwin in Small-town America 



See also: PBS NOVA “Judgment Day” 

Free video online:  
                           http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/id/ 



Further 
thoughts 

Creationism keeps 
evolving: the “new 
Pandas” is Explore 
Evolution 
 



And it 
continues… 

http://www.motherjones.com/politics/
2014/09/bobby-jindal-im-not-an-
evolutionary-biologist 



Lousiana Science Education Act (LSEA) 

http://www.legis.state.la.us/lss/lss.asp?doc=631000 



TN House Bill 
368 
 
(passed 2012) 

http://ncse.com/news/2012/04/monkey-bill-
enacted-tennessee-007299 



“Academic Freedom” Acts 
•  These bills have “evolved” and share common 

ancestry! 



(Courtesy Eugenie 
Scott & NCSE) 

Evolution of 
“Academic 
Freedom” bills, 
2004-2009 



“rights” of  
students & 
teachers; 
protection; 
“alt. theories” 

DI bill: Edwards 
“scientific critiques” 
Santorum -- “full 
range of  scientific 
views”  

DI modifications 



“Critical analysis”, “strengths & 
weaknesses”; permissive; adds 
global warming, OOL, cloning 

Cannot “censor” materials; 
administrators must guide; “shall 
not be construed” to promote 
religion 







Matzke (2016) Science paper 



Matzke (2016) Science paper 



Matzke (2016) Science paper 



This goes way back! 

Nick Matzke, matzke@berkeley.edu -- Sept. 18, 2014 -- Kitzmiller v. Dover 
 
 



Antievolution bills 
since 2004: 
75 policies 

71 bills 
67 codeable 



Text alignment of bill texts 



Texts coded as phylogenetic characters 



Texts coded as phylogenetic characters 



Reading phylogenies 



Inferring direct ancestors 



Matzke (2016) Science paper 

Parsimony analysis 
indicates strong 
phylogenetic signal 
(“descent with 
modification”) in the 
bills 



Bayesian 
analysis with 
Beast2 
 
BD-SA 
(sampled 
ancestors) tree 
model 
 
Relaxed 
morphological 
clock 



Map of 
character 
evolution on 
tree: 
 
State of origin 



Map of 
character 
evolution on 
tree: 
 
Black: Bill 
claims it 
doesn’t 
endorse 
religion 



Map of 
character 
evolution on 
tree: 
 
Bill Title: 
“Academic 
Freedom” or 
“Science 
Education” 



Map of 
character 
evolution on 
tree: 
 
Bill Title: 
“chemical 
evolution” or 
“chemical 
origins” 



Bayesian 
analysis with 
Beast2 
 
BD-SA 
(sampled 
ancestors) tree 
model 
 
Relaxed 
morphological 
clock 





For more: 
 
April 2016, 
Australasian 
Science 



For more: 
 
April 2016, 
Australasian 
Science 



Conclusions 

HISTORY is important 
 

DOCUMENTATION is important 
 

Education must be supported at all levels 

Nick Matzke, nickmatzke.ncse@gmail.com --  Kitzmiller v. Dover 



Conclusions – Australia and internationally 

The most important and famous creationist in the 
U.S…. 

 
Is Australian! 

Nick Matzke, nickmatzke.ncse@gmail.com --  Kitzmiller v. Dover 

Ken Ham, 
Answers in 
Genesis, 
Creation 
Museum 
(Kentucky), 
Ark Park 



Conclusions – Australia and internationally 

This issue is historically biggest in the U.S. 
 

…but... 
 

...it always has the potential to spread, anywhere 
fundamentalism spreads 

 
Especially via missionaries for American-style 

conservative evangelicalism 

Nick Matzke, nickmatzke.ncse@gmail.com --  Kitzmiller v. Dover 
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